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America: A Patriotic Primer is a succinct history of the United States, an ABC of the principles on

which this country was founded, and a book for children and families to pore over, discuss, and

cherish.  A is for America,  the land that we love.  B is for the Birthday of this country of ours....  To

choose the twenty-six people and ideas that comprise the book, Lynne Cheney has drawn on a

lifetime of learning about the American past, and on the inspiration that comes from witnessing

recent history firsthand. Illustrator Robin Preiss Glasser imbues Mrs. Cheney's words with childlike

joy through her exuberant drawings. Together they have created a patriotic primer, a book that

teaches history by celebrating the diversity, tenacity, and faith of the American people.  This A to Z

of America frames the story -- and the miracle -- of our country.
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Written by Lynne Cheney, author and wife of Vice President Richard Cheney, to honor this

"beautiful land made more beautiful still by our commitment to freedom," America: A Patriotic Primer

is a proud celebration of the individuals, milestones, and principles of this nation. Each busy spread

features elaborately decorated letters of the alphabet, with one or two kids draped over its bars and

loops, along with the highlighted concept or person: "N is for Native Americans, who came here

first," "T is for Tolerance." Surrounding every letter is a veritable circus of entertaining and useful



related information, illustrated by Robin Preiss Glasser (Alexander, Who's Not (Do You Hear Me? I

Mean It!) Going to Move). "J is for Jefferson," for example, is bordered with biographical details and

quotations from Thomas Jefferson, while mini images depict the third president's famous home

(Monticello), some of his inventions, and a description of the Virginia Statute for Religious Freedom.

This compelling picture book will work best as a supplement for children who are already immersed

in basic American history at school. Teachers and parents will enjoy exploring with their kids every

inch of the detailed, hand-drawn and illustrated U.S. map found in "U is for United States,"

explaining and elaborating on the historical lessons as appropriate. (All ages) --Emilie Coulter

The Second Lady teams up with Glasser (the You Can't Take a Balloon series) to create this

well-intentioned ("I wrote this book because I want my grandchildren to understand how blessed we

are," writes Cheney in her introduction) if rather listless alphabet book celebrating the United States

and its history. Rendered in ink, watercolor washes and colored pencil, Glasser's detailed, bustling

art features multiple images on each spread and inventive borders containing pictures and brief

factoids, yet the spreads have a slightly washed-out quality. The alphabetical entries include

renowned individuals (Thomas Jefferson, Martin Luther King Jr., Abraham Lincoln), milestones in

this country's history (The Constitution, The Declaration of Independence) and generic terms

(heroes, ideals, oath, patriotism, suffrage, valor). As the alphabet winds down, Cheney strikes a

sentimental note, drawing readers into her narrative with her assertion that "Y is for You and all you

will be in this greatest of countries, the land of the free." Glasser then provides simulated snapshots

of children with captions denoting their career aspirations (e.g., "future art critic" and "test pilot of

tomorrow"). Although many of the anecdotes and quotations from presidents and other patriots

appear in a tiny type face, children will likely pore over the pages to glean the interesting tidbits

offered. Cheney's concluding notes provide details about some of the individuals or events

mentioned on the prior pages. A competent though less than compelling tribute. All ages.

Again buying any book that tells the truth about American and History in this country to teach my

grandchildren

This book is great for children and adults. Second Lady Cheney has put everything in the book

without telegraphing her own personal beliefs. I am not a fan of her husband BUT I am a fan of

hers...she is the real thing. I hope she writes more books for children and adults.



This is a great start for your small toddlers. Note this is a Primer book, so it is eay reading with great

pictures. Promoting America as the great land it is!

The finely detailed illustrations are a perfect match for the positive and informative text of this book.

It is a primer on patriotism, full of fondness for America.This is an incredibly well-done book."Strong

and free, we will continue to be an inspiration to the world."Check out the notes section -- thorough!

Actually not what I was expecting, sorry Lynne. Was hoping it would be more of a storyline that I

could read to my grandkids that would interject as it went along why the actions taken were

important. Grade level was much higher than expected. We really need something for the smaller

kids to get them prepared earlier.

I had never seen this line of books before. Ordered a couple of these for my nephews. Their parents

love them. Boys seem to take note of the colorful pictures.

This book was purchased for my grand children, but I read it before giving it to them and found it to

be a great source of history. I thought I knew a lot of history, but found many new things I did not

know.

Great book for everyone to have on their child's bookshelf
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